CHAPTER – 27
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES IN THE COUNTRY
Industrial processes should guide the natural instinct of the mankind. The nature of the
industrial process should be virtuous in open folds. The establishment should be profoundly attributed
for locating the needs amidst public such that prospects are achievable in desired forms and process in
itself yields to the aspirations of the public. By these formulations the industrial process can grant us
virtues adaptable to the needs and process in itself will thus yield to in smooth sailing perspective.
The needs in the public should be attributed to not only the upper class but to the lower class of
people as well which as such will help in industrial processes getting certified in all domains. The
industrial process should not be a cause of creating division in the societies but should be high
yielding such that we can manifest the process on true lines of welfare norms for benefits to the
populations. If the purpose of industrial processes is located in industrialization then the natural
instinct of the mankind should guide the forefronts of industrialization as universal acceptance by all
of the people. The industrial processes would then pave way for mutual understanding among the
public and maintain the constitutional order to the highest degree.
Industrial processes should be virtuous to the extent that they generate revenue in direct
measures to the initiatives to industrial processes and thus lead to satisfying the norm of benefits for
all class of people by being virtuous in various formats for the public. On these lines the rich class
will reap the benefits in the form of industrial products and services while the poor class will hold the
sanctity of industrial process as it would get grants from the industrial process in the form of taxes.
The industrial process is acceptable to the public only when the process in itself can generate stability
in society and at the same time fulfills the aspirations of the public. The acceptable norm of the
industrial process is essential because then we can think of long range benefits from the industrial
process. The industrial process is not in clause as spending recklessly for establishing its
manifestations among the public but has to fulfill the order as of acceptability with benefits in the
public forefronts as a continuous measure. The industrial process should not destabilize the
perspective of inclusive growth thus should be virtuous in open folds which can grant the process
freedoms of various kinds.
Industrial process should be subjected to various testimonies before it can make its existence
in the public. The testimony should be taken into account not only in the governance domain but
should include various factors which are essential for easy implementations and channeling the course
of industrial process. The testimony should be undertaken in social domain as to the acceptance of the
owner of the industrial process. The testimony should be undertaken if the industrial process will
yield to easy maintenance of the technological perspectives of the industrial process and if the owner
is virtuous enough to guide the forefronts of technology by oneself or with a team of professionals.
The judicious approach for establishment which is in clause with monetary folds should be
undertaken as to if the industrial process is accountable to the governance domain or not. Last but not
the least is the clause if the industrial process can maintain the sanctity of the process in long run and
can be virtuous to be profitable enough to garner the change in the form of livings of the people.

The domain of governance has to certify the industrial process by manipulating the
establishment as virtuous or not. The governance of modern times has all of its manifestation in
scientific terminology thus it is essential the industrial process comes true on the scientific terms. The
terminology of scientific term is essential because then judicious approach becomes the norm of
development. The usage of scientific terminology extends its effect such that it grows the menace of
establishment of industrial processes which are scientifically tested thus are viable to the public in
long terms and on the virtues of quality outfits to the manifestations. Good quality products are non
exhaustive in nature as they are long lasting.
The directional norms for the industrial process should always be on the anvil of the
government managers who can do justice to the public and to the outfit by locating the virtues as
suited to the public. The government procedures are always of support to the industrial processes but
still they need to be managed for gains to the entire nation as a whole. The outfit needs to be taxed at
various stages and also needs to be managed for easy recourse to public folds. The attributes in
governance are to be located in making the industrial outfit as successful venture for the public and
seek the manifestations of the industrial outfit as true uprisings for the welfare of mankind. The
directional norm has to manage the affairs of the country in such folds that new forces in public are
always on anvil for gains from the industrial outfit. The growth is inclusive in attributes is to be
ensured by proper channeling of the monetary resources of the government. Directional norms of the
economy should be to improve upon the state of affairs in the country which will bring in new
forefronts of development thus industrial processes could be supported in the country.
The state of affairs should be proper channeling of the monetary resources such that all trades
are benefitted from the industrial processes and no ugly outlook of the industrial processes is based
with the public. It so transcends that heavy industry seems to dominate the entire industrial processes
and small scale industry or less tech-savvy industry vanquishes from the scene. An approach to
equality in monetary folds should be embarked amidst public. Government should embark on
development by maintaining recourses in discreet attires in industrial establishments. One industrial
setup managed by one person is better administered rather than multiple industrial setups managed by
one person. Government should divest the fruits of industrial processes in education, health and food
subsidy to the poor such that there is uniform approach towards workouts of the government. The
welfare state policy can then manifest into true form.
Improvisation of the markets should be undertaken such that quality products are sold under
quality environment which will enhance the sale as a constant prospect. Tech-savvy products require
proper quality servicing system to suffice the needs of the public therefore quality environment should
be undertaken to support modern concepts of business and henceforth the clause of new
understanding of business scenario is easily percolated amidst people. Improvisation of markets
should be done such that markets remain competitive in their approach and maintains proper quality
to withstand new standards in business scenario. Improvisation of markets should be done to be able
to use the technical terminology in the modern world.
Imperfect markets in a developing nation can damage the prospects of growth therefore
market terminology should be kept away from political climate but technical terminology should be
used in the markets. Developing nations are highly oriented towards politics such that the growth
prospects are highly in clause with politics and henceforth the business scenario is largely a
representation of the political system which is erroneous. Political economy has the tendency to

dominate without recourse to judicious approaches in trade such that fruits of business are meager in
terms. Henceforth no due acceptance is given to the product manufacturer. Technical terminology if
used than quality of system improves otherwise political terminology produces so many bottlenecks in
the path of industrial processes that sluggish prospects are seen in the business process.
High population growth in itself is a great hazard for the developing nations.
Population explosion can damage the prospects of growth to extreme ends. The welfare state norms of
development are run into oblivion because the welfare of the masses cannot be sought on large scale
thus they are made to thrive on subsistence level of living. The population explosion is erroneous in
that it is difficult to maintain recourse to judicious approaches to development. The population
explosion is a great impediment in the path of establishment of industrial outfits as the monetary
resources get consumed by the large population in the way of establishment of the industry. Industrial
process henceforth should maintain recourse to new ventures by inspection of potentiality of the
viable processes.
Modes of production should be changed to improve upon the quality of products and
accommodate new employees. The modes of production should be changed but they should extend to
large timescales such that the industrial process locates the extremity of the potentiality or full
potential of the utility of the modern process in the public domain. The modes of production should
not be changed drastically so that there is active pace of development otherwise economy faces
stagnation. The modes of production in developing nation should be changed but not in short span of
time as the evil of high population menace will curtail the gains to short terms with limited success.
The industrial processes in populated livings demands longer durations of timeframes for their
complete manifestations in market domains as the work aptitudes are of lethargic folds.
Grounds of industrial processes should be based on truth and welfare for the masses. Politics
based on truth will enhance service quality of the system while technology for the welfare of the
mankind will associate prosperous folds for the public.

